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In order to avoid jamming caused by
no-load, please be sure to check：

Before energizing, the hoist should be hoisted and fixed vertically,
and the cable should be in a straightened state (hung the luminous ball or load);
When the height of the hoisting (truss) is less than the lifting stroke, it is strictly
forbidden to connect the console signal to avoid the luminous ball landing;
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Fix Installation way:
Use Hook clamp on the round pipe. For rental performance
Use screws to fix on square pipe fittings, For engineering

Power supply and Signal connection
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90-220V stand-along peak power is 75W. Each series can
be connected in 15 units .
Input power
XLR control cable
The "1" core is a braided shielded cable , each series can be
connected in 15 units .

Control and Programming

A.

Director connect with Light Console

Like（MA、Pearl2010、Tiger Touch）

B.

Software control

Connection diagram as below：

Recommend use:
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Basic Function

Instructions：Press 『UP』 or 『DOWN』to modify the value. Press『ENTER』to confirm
and save.

Channel Description
No.

Function

Description

1st Channel

Lift（Position）

0 255：Down； 255 0：Up

nd

2

0
Channel

254：Speed（from fast to slow）； 255：Brake

Speed
（Pause）
0 255：total dimming, from dark to bright. At the

3rd Channel

Total dimming、
same time, value“253”is middle speed model;
Speed
Value “254” is fast speed.

4th Channel

R(Red)

5th Channel

G(Green)

R dimming，from dark to bright;
G

dimming, from dark to bright;
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6th Channel

B(Blue)

B

dimming, from dark to bright;

Stroke setting
In any function mode, press and hold the『MODE』+『UP』button at the same time to
enter the use stroke selection menu, select the code corresponding to the stroke. Press
『ENTER』to confirm the save, and automatically return to the function mode after 3
seconds;
No.

Display code

Description

1

L020

Use the length 2m

2

L030

Use the length 3m

3

L040

Use the length 4m

And so on......

Speed model
The factory default speed is 0.5m/s, if need use high speed, pls modify the light library file
3rd Channel; Value “253” is middle speed mode (about 1m/s). Value “254” is high
speed mode ( about 1.5m/s).
Download Light Library website：www.sailwinlight.com

Loading
Speed
0.5m/s

Light

Weight

35cm, 30cm,25cm...

≤2kg
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1m/s

25cm,20cm,15cm...

≤1kg

1.5m/s

15cm,12cm...

≤0.6kg

Brake Switch
Delay time: When the motor is not operating, the waiting time for the brake switch to
automatically lock;
In any function mode, at the same time, press 『UP』+『ENTER』, enter the brake switch
delay time selection mode . Press 『UP』 or『DOWN』 to scroll the code. The code
“ T001 ” means the delay time is 1 minute, and the code“T002”delay times is 10
minutes, the“T003”indicates no delay time, and the brake switch is open.

Code Description
When power on,the code displayed immediately is version number;
『Err1』means that the reset is blocked.
『Err2』means represents the start of the fall arrest function.

This manual is only suitable for this model products, if any update without
notice.

